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Prototype Description
At this point we have achieved a fully functional state for our game. From joining a
game session together, until the end of the game. The game is fully playable and
contains all game mechanics we set out to include in our desired target, though we
have fallen short of creating as much content and diversity as we wished to. Our
minion target has been fully implemented, and we are now working on not only
having our game functional, but are now creating content, animations, and particles
that both give clear feedback to the player what is currently happening, and look nice
as well. We have not yet specifically tackled balance, and as such, our game is not
fully balanced in the alpha version. We are currently working with development
numbers for balance to make progress easier and quicker, and will tackle balance in
the upcoming development phases, especially during playtesting.

User Interface
We improved upon our user interface by considering changes and tweaks from our
experience during playtesting. An obvious change is the mirroring of the UI with the
movement joystick now being situated on the left rather than the right. This just felt
more natural during gameplay.
One very crucial UI mechanic has always been how to control the casting of abilities.
In our first design iteration we tried out changing the purpose of our big movement
joystick during the casting of abilities to control where the ability should be directed
to. This turned out to be very unintuitive and also broke the flow of the game. In the
end we ended up on a concept where once the player presses and holds down one
of the two ability buttons, it turns into a separate joystick that works as an attack
indicator for the ability casting. This way a player can still move smoothly while
casting an ability. To cancel the casting of an ability the user just has to move the
respective joystick back into the center of the joystick into a dedicated dead zone.
We also added more features to the UI in general. A fully fledged scoreboard on the
left side gives the player quick access to the most important information during the
game: how many pages the enemy player currently possesses and what level they
are on. We have also added a duration indicator for the slenderman buff as well as
cooldown animations to the abilities.
What turned out to be especially challenging was to hook up all the information on
the UI with the actual networked state of the game. To synchronize all this game data
in away that makes the UI fast and responsive.
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Character Controller
The previous version of our character controller was a very rigid and simple
implementation for movement. It was basically a proof of work that we used as a
placeholder to work on different aspects of the game. For the alpha release we
reworked the movement mechanics to be a lot more natural and fluent. The controls
together with improved camera work create a familiar feeling which makes it easy to
jump over from different MOBA type games without any sort of barriers. Movement
has been optimized to work on multiple platforms, with the on screen joystick making
movement intuitive on mobile, leaning on other similar types of games to have
players be able to transfer over past mobile gaming experiences. The player is able
to auto attack targets near them, as well as cast two distinct abilities. To facilitate our
page stealing and dropping mechanic, the player can channel different objects in our
game to interact with them apart from only attacking.

Minions
When prototyping our game, we were not able to include minions in the physical
prototype, and early builds of the game did not include them either since they
presented a significant technical challenge since they have complex behavior
requirements. This means they were included relatively late into our development
process for the alpha release, and have changed the game loop somewhat. After a
game starts and an initial delay, minions spawn in waves, with the player being able
to control which other player each wave will target.

Multiplayer framework
An unforeseen challenge that has been encountered is the issue of changing game
hosts. This is a direct result of our decision to use a serverless structure, with one
player serving as a master controller. Because this master controller can leave the
game before other players, an ownership transfer must both be possible and
seamless. A player can leave for any number of reasons, be it losing the game early,
having unstable internet connection, or simply not having a desire to play anymore.
This means any client must be able to quickly take over control. Due to the fact that
all non player mechanics are controlled by the master controller, which include
minions, the game timers, and the slender buff, and the fact that ownership of the
lobby must be seamlessly transferred, each client is synchronized with the data they
require to become the master controller at a moment’s notice. This eliminates delays
and information loss caused by a master controller suddenly becoming
unresponsive.
A further challenge is the synchronization of animations and projectiles. Initially, it
was planned that each gameobject would be kept in sync by having Photon take
care of synchronization of the object transform, however this turned out to not be a
viable option since any network lag is directly obvious on fast moving and highly
visible objects. This issue has been partially resolved by not synchronizing the object
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at all, rather having each client create projectiles and animations locally, and sending
events from the client initiating the projectile, to all other clients. This only causes a
small delay on the instantiation of the projectile, not on its behavior.

Fog of War
The fog of war is now complete, the following also works:

● Enemy units will not be revealed no matter whether they’re in explored or
unexplored terrain except if the player or their minions walk into the area
where the enemies are located.

Picture showcasing the last missing functionality of the fog of war:
● Yellow area: the current player hero’s visibility range.
● Blue area: enemy hero spotted within the visibility range of the current player

hero.
● Green areas: allied minions’ visibility range.
● Red area: enemy hero (invisible) due to being outside the current player units’

visibility range.

Implementation challenges:
Using the previous implementation alone would render enemy units within explored
but unoccupied (by the player’s hero, minions or base) the same way that the terrain
is rendered by rendering a semi fog on top of it. Thus, extra logic needed to be
implemented unit wise to make enemy units disappear in semi-fog (explored) areas.
Nothing would appear in full-fog (unexplored) areas anyway.
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Therefore, a script was created to map the world position of each unit on the
semi-fog texture; if the unit happens to be in the visibility range areas of that texture
the unit would be rendered. Otherwise, it would not.

Design Revisions
We made two major changes:

The first one is about changing the number of attacks from four to two. This is
because we thought that the player would find it easier to handle a smaller number
of attacks since the game is played on mobile devices which all have a limited
screen area.

The second one is that we changed the slenderman mechanic after being defeated
to empower the player themself instead of making slenderman do the extra damage.
This was done to make the player feel like that their character became more
powerful through slenderman rather than having the latter do the work for the player.
This turned out to be a more satisfying mechanic due to the fact that the player
themselves cannot see slenderman haunting others because the player’s camera is
locked onto the player themselves. This gave relatively little feedback to the player
after channeling the slenderman resulting in the slenderman not feeling like a
worthwhile objective, no matter how strong it may have been. Having the player
themselves directly see the benefits of the slenderman eliminates this issue
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